
Preparation

• Sprinkle a little flour in your outdoor area, which leads to a fairy door & 
model fairy in a tree. Leave the note by the fairy, rolled up and tied with a 
ribbon. Print out and laminate enough Fairy Hunt Sheets for your group.


Session Outline

• Children to follow the ‘magic dust’ (flour) to find the fairy door and a fairy 
note in their outside environment. Children to spot fairies (model) high up in 
the tree. Explain that the fairies have left some of their belongings in their 
outdoor learning area. Can the children find any? Can the children use their 
imagination and creativity to name some other ‘fairy items?’


• Give children a Fairy Hunt Sheet. Encourage children to describe the 
similarities between the pretend object and the item they find.


• Give lots of opportunity for this children to find their own ‘fairy objects.’

Differentiation: HA- Name and describe their fairy features in detail.

LA- Help with prompts for fairy features.

Extension: Can the children build or create role play situations with fairy items 
they find? (You could provide little toy fairies to simulate a fairy role play 
world.


Lesson Objectives

Children will be able to use their imagination to explore their environment; Children will be 
able to describe objects they see and use their imagination to pretend they are fairy 
objects.

Resources

Flour, fairy door, model fairy, letter (scroll down), Fairy World Hunt Sheet (scroll down).

Key Vocabulary

imagine, pretend, make believe, description, size, shape, shade.

Risk Assessments Generic Site RA.


EYFS Links


C&L: Listens to verbal 
stories

PSED: play cooperatively 
with others,  Confident to 
try new activities

PD: Shows good control 
and coordination in small 
movements

M: shape recognition

L: Give meaning to marks

UW:  Talk about features 
of their immediate 
environment

EAD: Manipulate materials 
to achieve a planned effect  

Learning Outcomes


LA - Children start to 
use their imagination 
and creativity when 

describing items in their 
outdoor environment.


MA - Children can use 
their imagination and 

creativity when 
describing items in their 

outdoor environment.

 


HA - Children show a 
high level of imagination 

and creativity when 
describing items in detail 

in their outdoor 
environment.
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Dear Children, 

We, The Outdoor Fairies, like to play in your outdoor area 
at night time. 

Sometimes we forget to tidy up and leave some of our fairy 
items in you outdoor area. Can you spot any of our items?
Can you find us any new items from the features in your 
outdoor area?
At night, when we come to play, we will enjoy the new items you 
find for us.

Thank you so much for your help.

Lots of love from,

The Outdoor Fairies
xxx
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Flower = fairy Mushroom = fairy drums Berries = fairy footballs

Feather = fairy comb Moss = fairy carpet Spider’s web = fairy 
climbing frame

Leaves = fairy blankets Stick = fairy wand Pine cone = fairy 
carriage

Can you find any fairy items in 
your outdoor area? 

Can you use your imagination to 
make up your own fairy items? 
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